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From: tim4429@sbcglobal.net
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 9:17 AM
To: HEE Exhibits
Cc: 'barker'; 'barnhart'; 'bentz'; 'boone'; 'clem'; 'dembrow'; 'doherty'; 'esguivel'; 'evans, paul'; 'frederick'; 

'gelser'; 'gomberg'; 'gorsek'; 'greenlick'; 'greg barreto'; 'guyer'; 'hack, jodi'; 'hayden, cedric'; 'heard, 
dallas'; 'helm, ken'; 'holvey'; 'huffman'; 'johnson'; Rep Power; 'kennemer'; 'knute buehler'; 'kotek'; 
'lininger'; 'lively'; 'Mcclain, susan'; 'McKeown'; 'McLane'; 'Nathanson'; 'nearman, mike'; 'nosse'; 'olson'; 
'parrish'; Rep Holvey; 'piluso, carla'; 'post, bill'; 'rayfield, dan'; 'Reardon'; 'smith'; 'smith-warner'; 
'sprenger'; 'stark, duane'; 'taylor, kathleen'; Rep Alonso Leon; 'thatcher'; Rep Reschke; 'whisnant'; 
'Williamson'; 'wilson, carl'; 'witt'

Subject: VOTE NO ON SB 339A 

The scam of SB 339A 

Biomass only exits as a legitimate by product of logging or forest thinning in one of
two ways. 1) it is subsidized by the tax payer with no financial reimbursement to the 
taxpayer or; 2) the price of all other power has to be raised to make it competitive. It’s 
that simple. Biomass subsidy or mandate is not our problem, lack of commercial timber 
production is!!  Biomass as part of a financially viable timber harvest plan would handle 
the forest fuel loading problem in a fiscally responsible fashion.  

Coal burns cleaner, LPN burns cleaner, Hydropower is cleaner.  

Please stop trying to cure an environmental problem that doesn’t exist (global warming - 
Co2 pollution) with our pocketbooks!! 

VOTE NO ON SB 339A 

Tim Smith 
Harney County 
541-589-2059

PLEASE NOTE I AM CONVERTING MY PREFERRED EMAIL… 
PLEASE CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS FOR ME TO: 

tim.k.smith@outlook.com 
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"No man's life, liberty or property are safe while the Legislature is in session." Judge 
Gideon J. Tucker 
 

"This country has come to feel the same when congress is in session as when a baby gets 
hold of a hammer." Will Rogers 
 

"There is nothing that politicians like better than handing out benefits to be paid for by 
someone else." Thomas Sowell 
 

"The urge to save humanity is almost always only a false-face for the urge to rule it. 
Power is what all messiahs really seek: not the chance to serve." H. L. Mencken 
 
Tim K Smith 
 


